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Glossary18

Babbling equilibrium An equilibrium in which the19

sender’s strategy is independent of type and the re-20

ceiver’s strategy is independent of signal.21

Behavior strategy A strategy for an extensive-form game22

that specifies the probability of taking each action at23

each information set.24

Behavioral type A player in a game who is constrained to25

follow a given strategy.26

Cheap-talk game A signaling game in which players’27

preferences do not depend directly on signals.28

Condition D1 An equilibrium refinement that requires29

out-of-equilibrium beliefs to be supported on types30

that have the most to gain from deviating from a fixed31

equilibrium.32

Divinity An equilibrium refinement that requires out-of-33

equilibrium beliefs to place relatively more weight on34

types that gain more from deviating from a fixed equi-35

librium.36

Equilibrium outcome The probability distribution over37

terminal nodes in a game determined by equilibrium38

strategy.39

Handicap principle The idea that animals communicate40

fitness through observable characteristics that reduce41

fitness.42

Incomplete information game A game in which players43

lack information about the strategy sets or payoff func-44

tions of their opponents.45

Intuitive criterion An equilibrium refinement that re- 46

quires out-of-equilibrium beliefs to place zero weight 47

on types that can never gain from deviating from 48

a fixed equilibrium outcome. 49

Nash equilibrium A strategy profile in a game in which 50

each player’s strategy is a best response to the equilib- 51

rium strategies of the other players. 52

Neologism-proof equilibrium An equilibrium that ad- 53

mits no self-signaling set. 54

Pooling equilibrium A signaling-game equilibrium in 55

which each all sender types send the same signal with 56

probability one. 57

Receiver In a signaling game, the uninformed player. 58

Self-signaling set A set of types C with the property that 59

precisely types in the set C gain from inducing the best 60

response to C relative to a fixed equilibrium. 61

Sender In a signaling game, the informed agent. 62

Separating equilibrium A signaling-game equilibrium in 63

which sender types sent signals from disjoint subsets of 64

the set of available signals. 65

Signaling game A two-player game of incomplete infor- 66

mation in which one player is informed and the other 67

in not. The informed player’s strategy is a type-contin- 68

gent message and the uninformed player’s strategy is 69

a message-continent action. 70

Single-crossing condition A condition that guarantees 71

that indifferent curves from a given family of prefer- 72

ences cross at most one. 73

Spence-mirrlees condition A differential condition that 74

orders the slopes of level sets of a function. 75

Standard signaling game A signaling game in which 76

strategy sets and payoff functions satisfy monotonicity 77

properties. 78

Type In an incomplete information game, a variable that 79

summarizes private information. 80

Verifiable information game A signaling game with the 81

property that each type has a signal that can only be 82

sent by that type. 83

Definition of the Subject 84

Signaling games refer narrowly to a class of two-player 85

games of incomplete information in which one player is 86

informed and the other is not. The informed player’s strat- 87

egy set consists of signals contingent on information and 88

the uninformed player’s strategy set consists of actions 89

contingent on signals. More generally, a signaling game 90

includes any strategic setting in which players can use the 91

actions of their opponents to make inferences about hid- 92

den information. The earliest work on signaling games 93
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2 Signaling Games

was Spence [73]’s model of educational signaling and Za-94

hari [77]’smodel of signaling by animals. During the 1980s95

researchers developed the formal model and identified96

conditions that permitted the selection of unique equilib-97

rium outcomes in leading models.98

Introduction99

The framed degree in your doctor’s office, the celebrity en-100

dorsement of a popular cosmetic, and the telephone mes-101

sage from an old friend are all signals. The signals are po-102

tentially valuable because they allow you to infer useful103

information. These signals are indirect and require inter-104

pretation. They may be subject to manipulation. The doc-105

tor’s diploma tells you something about the doctor’s quali-106

fications, but knowing where and when the doctor studied107

does not prove that she is a good doctor. The endorsement108

identifies the product with a particular lifestyle, but what109

works for the celebrity may not work for you. Besides, the110

celebrity was probably paid to endorse the product and111

may not even use it. The phone message may tell you how112

to get in touch with your friend, but is unlikely to contain113

all of the information you need to find him – or to evalu-114

ate whether you’ll meet to discuss old times or to be asked115

a favor. While the examples share all involve signaling, the116

nature of the signaling is different. The doctor faces large117

penalties for misrepresenting her credentials. She is not re-118

quired to display all of her diplomas, but it is reasonable119

to assume that degrees are not forged. The celebrity en-120

dorsement is costly – certainly to the manufacturer who121

pays for the celebrity’s services and possibly to the celebrity122

himself, whose reputation may suffer if the product works123

badly. It is reasonable to assume that it is easier to ob-124

tain an endorsement of a good product, but there are also125

good reasons to be skeptical about the claims. In contrast,126

although a dishonest or misleading message may lead to127

a bad outcome, leaving a message is not expensive and the128

content of the message is not constrained by your friend’s129

information. The theory of signaling games is a useful way130

to describe the essential features of all three examples.131

Opportunities to send and evaluate signals arise in132

many common natural and economic settings. In the133

canonical example (due to Spence [73]), a high-ability134

worker invests in education to distinguish herself from135

less skilled workers. The potential employer observers ed-136

ucational attainment, but not innate skill, and infers that137

a better educated worker is more highly skilled and pays138

a higher wage. To make this story work, there must be139

a reason that low-ability workers do not get the education140

expected of a more highly skilled worker and hence obtain141

a higher wage. This property follows from an assumption142

that the higher the ability the worker, the easier it is for her 143

to produce a higher signal. 144

The same argument appears in many applications. For 145

example, a risk-averse driver will purchase a lower cost, 146

partial insurance contract, leaving the riskier driver to pay 147

a higher rate for full insurance (Rothschild and Stiglitz [66] 148

orWilson [76]). A firm that is able to produce high-quality 149

goods signals this by offering a warranty for the goods sold 150

(Grossman [37]) or advertising extensively. A strong deer 151

grows extra large antlers to show that it can survive with 152

this handicap and to signal its fitness to potential mates 153

(Zahavi [77]). 154

Game theory provides a formal language to study how 155

one should send and interpret signals in strategic environ- 156

ments. This article reviews the basic theory of signaling 157

and discusses some applications. It does not discuss related 158

models of screening. Kreps and Sobel [44] and Riley [65] 159

review both signaling and screening. 160

Section “The Model” describes the basic model. Sec- 161

tion “Equilibrium” defines equilibrium for the basic 162

model. Section “The BasicModel” limits attention to a spe- 163

cial class of signaling game. I give conditions sufficient for 164

the existence of equilibria in which the informed agent’s 165

signal fully reveals her private information and argue that 166

one equilibrium of this kind is prominent. The next three 167

sections study different signaling games. Section “Cheap 168

Talk” discusses models of costless communication. Sec- 169

tion “Verifiable Information” discusses the implications of 170

the assumptions that some information is verifiable. Sec- 171

tion “Communication about Intentions” briefly discusses 172

the possibility of signaling intentions rather than private 173

information. Section “Applications” describes some appli- 174

cations and extensions of the basic model. Section “Future 175

Directions” speculates on directions for future research. 176

TheModel 177

This section describes the basic signaling game. There are 178

two players, called S (for sender) and R (for receiver). 179

S knows the value of some random variable t whose sup- 180

port is a given set T. t is called the type of S. The prior 181

beliefs of R are given by a probability distribution �(�) 182

over T; these beliefs are common knowledge. When T is 183

finite, �(t) is the prior probability that the sender’s type 184

is t. When T is uncountably infinite, �(�) is a density func- 185

tion. Player S, learns t, sends to R a signal s, drawn from 186

some setM. Player R receives this signal, and then takes an 187

action a drawn from a setA. (It is possible to allowA to de- 188

pend on s and S to depend on t.) This ends the game: The 189

payoff to i is given by a function ui : T � M � A ! R. 190
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Signaling Games 3

This canonical game captures the essential features of191

the classic applications of market signaling. In the labor-192

market signaling story due to Spence [73] a worker wishes193

to signal his ability to a potential employer. The worker194

has information about ability that the employer lacks. Di-195

rect communication about ability is not possible, but the196

worker can acquire education. The employer can observe197

the worker’s level of education and use this to form a judg-198

ment about the worker’s true level of ability. In this appli-199

cation, S is a worker; R represents a potential employer (or200

a competitive labor market); t is the student’s productivity;201

s is her level of education; and a is her wage.202

Equilibrium203

Defining Nash equilibrium for the basic signaling game is204

completely straightforward whenT, S, andA are finite sets.205

In this case a behavior strategy for S is a function � : T �206

M ! [0; 1] such that
P

s2M �(t; s) D 1 for all t. �(t; s)207

is the probability that sender-type t sends the signal s.208

A behavior strategy for R is a function ˛ : M � A ! [0; 1]209

where
P

a2A ˛(s; a) D 1 for all s. ˛(s; a) is the probability210

that R takes action a following the signal s.211

Proposition 1 Behavior strategies (˛�; ��) form a Nash212

Equilibrium if and only if for all t 2 T213

214

�(t; s) > 0 implies
X

a2A

US (t; s; a)˛(s; a)215

D max
s02S

X

a2A

US (t; s0; a)˛(s0; a) (1)216

217

and, for each s 2 S such that
P

t2T �(t; s)�(t) > 0 and,218

if
P

t2T �(t; s)�(t) > 0, then219

220

˛(s; a) > 0 implies
X

t2T

UR (t; s; a)ˇ(t; a)221

D max
a02A

X

t2T

UR (t; s; a0)ˇ(t; a0) ; (2)222

223

where224

ˇ(t; s) D �(t; s)�(t)
P

t02T �(t0; s)�(t0) : (3)225

Condition (1) states that the S places positive probability226

only on signals that maximize expected utility. This condi-227

tion guarantees that S responds optimally to R’s strategy.228

Condition (2) states that R places positive probability only229

on actions that maximize expected utility, where is taken230

with respect to the distribution ˇ(�; s) following the sig-231

nal s. Condition (3) states that ˇ(�; s) accurately reflects the232

pattern of play. It requires that R’s beliefs be determined 233

using S’s strategy and the prior distribution whenever pos- 234

sible. Equilibrium refinements also require that R has be- 235

liefs following signals s that satisfy 236

X

t2T

�(t; s)�(t) D 0 ; (4) 237

that is are sent with probability zero in equilibrium. Specif- 238

ically, sequential equilibrium permits ˇ(�;m) to be an ar- 239

bitrary distribution when Eq. (4) holds, but requires that 240

Eq. (2) holds even for these values of s. This restriction 241

rules out equilibria in which certain signals are not sent 242

because the receiver responds to the signal with an action 243

that is dominated. 244

The ability to signal creates the possibility that R will 245

be able to draw inferences about S’s type from the signal. 246

Whether he is able to do so is a property of the equilibrium. 247

It is useful to define two extreme cases. 248

Definition 1 An equilibrium (˛�; ��) is called a separat- 249

ing equilibrium if each type t sends different signals. That 250

is, M can be partitioned into sets Mt such that for each t, 251

�s2Mt (t; s) D 1. An equilibrium (˛�; ��) is called a pool- 252

ing equilibrium if there is a single signal s� that is sent by 253

all types with probability one. 254

In a separating equilibrium, R can infer S’s private in- 255

formation completely. In a pooling equilibrium, R learns 256

nothing from the sender’s signal. This definition excludes 257

other possible situations. For example, all sender types can 258

randomize uniformly over a set of two or more signals. In 259

this case, the receiver will be able to draw no inference 260

beyond the prior from a signal received in equilibrium. 261

More interesting is the possibility that the equilibrium will 262

be partially revealing, with some, but not all of the sender 263

types sending common signals. 264

It is not difficult to construct pooling equilibria for the 265

basic signaling game. Take the labor market model and as- 266

sume S sends the message s� with probability one and that 267

the receiver responds to s� with his best response to the 268

prior distribution and to all other messages with the best 269

response to the belief that t is the least skilled agent. Pro- 270

vided that the least skilled agent prefers to send s� to send- 271

ing the cheapest alternative signal, this is a Nash Equilib- 272

rium outcome. 273

The BasicModel 274

The separating equilibrium is a benchmark outcome for 275

signaling games. When a separating equilibrium exists, 276

then it is possible for the sender to share her information 277
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4 Signaling Games

fully with the receiver in spite of having a potential conflict278

of interest.279

Existence of separating equilibria typically requires280

a systematic relationship between types and signals. An281

appropriate condition, commonly referred to as the sin-282

gle-crossing condition, plays a prominent role in signal-283

ing games and in models of asymmetric information more284

generally.285

In this section I limit attention to a special class of sig-286

naling game in which there is amonotonic relationship be-287

tween types and signals. In these models, separating equi-288

libria typically exist.289

I begin by stating the assumption in the environment290

most commonly seen in applications. Assume that the291

sets T, S, and A are all real intervals.292

Definition 2 US (�) satisfies the single-crossing condi-293

tion if US (t; s; a) � US (t; s0; a0) for s0 > s implies that294

US (t0; s; a) < US (t0; s0; a0) for all t0 > t.295

In a typical application, US (�) is strictly decreasing in its296

second argument (the signal) and increasing in its third297

argument (R’s response) for all types. Consequently in-298

difference curves are well defined in M � A for all t. The299

single-crossing condition states that indifference curves of300

different sender types cross once. If a lower type is in-301

different between type signal-action pairs, then a higher302

type strictly prefers to send the higher signal. In this way,303

the single-crossing condition links signals to types in such304

a way as to guarantee that higher types send weakly higher305

signals in equilibrium.306

Note two generalizations of Definition 2. First, the as-307

sumption that the domain of US (�) is the product of in-308

tervals can be replaced by the assumption that these sets309

are partially ordered. In this case, weak and strict order310

replace the weak and strict inequalities comparing types311

and actions in the statement of the definition. Second, it312

is sometimes necessary to extend the definition to mixed313

strategies. In this case, the ordering of A induces a partial314

ordering of distributions of A through first-order stochas-315

tic dominance.316

When one thinks of the single-crossing condition geo-317

metrically, it is apparent that it implies a ranking of the318

slopes of the indifference curves of the Sender. Suppose319

that US (�) is smooth, strictly increasing in actions and320

strictly decreasing in signals so that indifference curves are321

well defined for each t. Writing the indifference curve as322

f(s; ā(s; t))g, it must be that US (t; s; ā(s; t)) � 0, so that323

the slope of the indifference curve of a type t Sender is324

ā1(s; t) D �US
2 (t; s; a)

US
3 (t; s; a)

; (5)325

where ā1(s; t) is the partial derivative of ā(s; t) with respect 326

to the first argument, andUS
k (�) denotes the partial deriva- 327

tive of US (�) with respect to its kth argument. Under these 328

conditions, the single-crossing condition is implied by the 329

requirement that the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is decreas- 330

ing in t. The differentiable version of the single-crossing 331

condition is often referred to as the Spence–Mirrlees con- 332

dition. Milgrom and Shannon [58] contains general defi- 333

nitions of the single-crossing and Spence–Mirrlees condi- 334

tions and Edlin and Shannon [26] provide a precise state- 335

ment of when the conditions are equivalent. 336

To provide a simple construction of a separating equi- 337

librium, limit attention to a standard signaling game in 338

which the following conditions hold. 339

1. T D f0; : : : ;Kg is finite. 340

2. A andM are real intervals. 341

3. Utility functions are continuous in action and signal. 342

4. US (�) is strictly increasing in action and strictly decreas- 343

ing in signal. 344

5. The single-crossing property holds. 345

6. The Receiver’s best-response function, is uniquely de- 346

fined, independent of the signal, and strictly increasing 347

in t so that it can be written BR(t). 348

7. There exists s̄ 2 S such that US (K; s̄; BR(K)) < US (K; 349

s�0 ; BR(0)). 350

Conditions 1 and 2 simplify exposition, but otherwise are 351

not necessary. It is important that T, M, and A be par- 352

tially ordered so that some kind of single-crossing con- 353

dition applies. Conditions 4–6 impose a monotone struc- 354

ture on the problem so that higher types are more able to 355

send high signals, and that higher types induce higher (and 356

uniformly more attractive) actions. These conditions im- 357

ply that in equilibrium higher types will necessarily send 358

weakly higher signals. Condition 7 is a boundary condition 359

that makes sending high signals unattractive. It states that 360

the highest type of Sender would prefer to be treated like 361

the lowest type rather than use the signal s̄. These prop- 362

erties hold in many standard applications and certainly 363

would be satisfied if UR (t; s; a) D �(a � t)2. 364

Separating Equilibrium 365

To illustrate these ideas, consider a construction of a sepa- 366

rating equilibrium. 367

Proposition 2 The standard signaling game has a separat- 368

ing equilibrium. 369

One can prove the proposition by constructing a possible 370

equilibrium path and confirming that the path can be part 371

of a separating equilibrium. 372
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Signaling Games 5

Step 1. t0 selects the signal s�0 that maximizes US (t0; s;373

BR(t0)).374

Step 2. Suppose that s�i have been specified for i D 0; : : : ;375

k � 1 and let U�(ti ) D US (ti ; s�i ; BR(ti )). Define376

s�k to solve:377

378

maxUS (tk ; s; BR(tk)) subject to379

US (tk�1; s; BR(tk )) � U�(tk�1) :380
381

Provided that the optimization problems in Steps 1382

and 2 have solutions, the process inductively produces383

a signaling strategy for the Sender and a response rule384

for the Receiver defined on fs�0 ; : : : ; s�Kg. When BR(�) is385

strictly increasing, the single-crossing condition implies386

that the signaling strategy is strictly increasing. To com-387

plete the description of strategies, assume that the Receiver388

takes the action BR(tk) in response to signals in the inter-389

val [sk ; skC1), BR(t0) for s < s�0 , and BR(tK ) for s > s�K . By390

the definition of the best-response function, the receiver is391

best responding to the sender’s strategy. When the bound-392

ary condition fails, a fully separating equilibrium need not393

exist, but whenM is compact, one can follow the construc-394

tion above to obtain an equilibrium in which the lowest395

types separate and higher types pool at the maximum sig-396

nal inM (see Cho and Sobel [22] for details).397

In the construction, the equilibrium involves ineffi-398

cient levels of signaling. When US (�) is decreasing in the399

signal, all but the lowest type of sender must make a waste-400

ful expenditure in the signal in order to avoid being treat-401

ing as having a lower quality. The result that expenditures402

on signals are greater than the levels optimal in a full-403

information model continue to hold when US (�) is not404

monotonic in the signal. The sender inevitably does no405

better in a separating equilibrium than she would do if406

R had full information about t. Indeed, all but the low-407

est type will do strictly worse in standard signaling games.408

On the other hand, the equilibrium constructed above has409

a constrained efficiency property: Of all separating equi-410

libria, it is Pareto dominant from the standpoint of S. To411

confirm this claim argue inductively that in any separat-412

ing equilibrium if tj sends the signal sj, then s j � s�j , with413

equality only if all types i < j send s�i with probability one.414

Mailath [50] provides a similar construction when T is415

a real interval. In this case, the Spence–Mirrlees formu-416

lation of the single-crossing condition plays an important417

role and the equilibrium is a solution to a differential equa-418

tion.419

Multiple Equilibria and Selection 420

Section “Equilibrium” ended with the construction of 421

a pooling equilibrium. A careful reconsideration of the ar- 422

gument reveals that there typically are many pooling equi- 423

librium outcomes. One can construct a potential pool- 424

ing outcome by assuming that all sender types send the 425

same signal, that the receiver best responds to this com- 426

mon signal, and responds to all other signals with the 427

least attractive action. Under the standard monotonic- 428

ity assumptions, this strategy profile will be an equilib- 429

rium if the lowest sender type prefers pooling to sending 430

the cheapest available out-of-equilibrium message. Sec- 431

tion “Separating Equilibrium” ended with the construc- 432

tion of a separating equilibrium. There are also typi- 433

cally many separating equilibrium outcomes. Assume that 434

types t D 0; : : : ; r � 1 send signals s�(t), type r sends 435

s̃(k) > s�(k), and subsequent signals s̃�(t) for t > r solve: 436

437

maxUS (tk ; s; BR(tk)) subject to 438

US (tk�1; s; BR(tk )) � U(tk�1; s̃; BR(tk�1)) : 439
440

In both of these cases, the multiplicity is typically pro- 441

found, with a continuum of distinct equilibrium outcomes 442

(when M is an interval). The multiplicity of equilibria 443

means that, without refinement, equilibrium theory pro- 444

vides few clear predictions beyond the observation that the 445

lowest type of sender receives at least U�(t0), the payoff 446

it would receive under complete information and the fact 447

that the equilibrium signaling function is weakly increas- 448

ing in the sender’s type. The first property is a consequence 449

of the monotonicity of S’s payoff in a and of R’s best re- 450

sponse function. The second property is a consequence of 451

the single-crossing condition. 452

This section describes techniques that refine the set of 453

equilibria. Refinement arguments that guarantee existence 454

and select unique outcomes for standard signaling games 455

rely on the Kohlberg–Mertens [43] notion of strategic sta- 456

bility. The complete theory of strategic stability is only 457

available for finite games. Consequently the literature ap- 458

plies weaker versions of strategic stability that are defined 459

more easily for large games. Banks and Sobel [8], Cho and 460

Kreps [21], and Cho and Sobel [22] introduce these argu- 461

ments. 462

Multiple equilibria arise in signaling games because 463

Nash equilibrium does not constrain the Receiver’s re- 464

sponse to signals sent with zero probability in equilib- 465

rium. Specifying that R’s response to these unsent signals 466

is unattractive leads to the largest set of equilibrium out- 467

comes. (In standard signaling games, S’s preferences over 468

actions does not depend on type, so the least attractive ac- 469

tion is well defined.) The equilibrium set shrinks if one re- 470
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6 Signaling Games

stricts the meaning of unsent signals. An effective restric-471

tion is condition D1, introduced in Cho and Kreps [21].472

This condition is less restrictive than the notion of univer-473

sal divinity introduced by Banks and Sobel [8], which in474

finite games is less restrictive than Kohlberg andMertens’s475

notion of strategic stability.476

Given an equilibrium (˛�; ��), let U�(t) be the477

equilibrium expected payoff of a type t sender and let478

D(s; t) D fa : u(t; s; a) � U�(t)g be the set of pure-strat-479

egy responses to s that lead to payoffs at least as great as480

the equilibrium payoff for player t. Given a collection of481

sets, X(t); t 2 T; X(t�) is maximal if it not a proper subset482

of any X(t).483

Definition 3 Behavior strategies (˛�; ��) together with484

beliefs ˇ� satisfy D1 if for any unsent message s; ˇ(�; s) is485

supported on those t for which D(s; t) is maximal.486

In standard signaling games, D(s; t) is an interval: all ac-487

tions greater than or equal to a particular action will be488

attractive relative to the equilibrium. Hence these sets are489

nested. If D(s; t) is not maximal, then there is another type490

t0 that is “more likely to deviate” in the sense that there491

exists out-of-equilibrium responses that are attractive to492

t0 but not t. Condition D1 requires that the receiver place493

no weight on type tmaking a deviation in this case. Notice494

if D(s; t) is empty for all t, then D1 does not restrict beliefs495

given s (and any choice of action will support the puta-496

tive equilibrium). Condition D1 is strong. One can imag-497

ine weaker restrictions. The intuitive condition (Cho and498

Kreps [21]) requires that ˇ(t; s) D 0 when D(t; s) D �499

and at least one other D(t0; s) is non empty. Divinity500

(Banks and Sobel [8]) requires that if D(t; s) is strictly con-501

tained in D(t0; s), thenˇ(t0; s)/ˇ(t; s) � �(t0)/�(t), so that502

the relative probability of the types more likely to deviate503

increases.504

Proposition 3 The standard signaling game has a unique505

separating equilibriumoutcome that satisfies ConditionD1.506

In standard signaling games, the only equilibrium out-507

come that satisfies Condition D1 is the separating outcome508

described in the previous section. Details of the argument509

appear in Cho and Sobel. The argument relies on two in-510

sights. First, types cannot be pooled in equilibrium be-511

cause slightly higher signals will be interpreted as coming512

from the highest type in the pool. Second, in any separat-513

ing equilibrium in which a sender type fails to solve Step 2,514

deviation to a slightly lower signal will not lower R’s be-515

liefs.516

The refinement argument is powerful and the separat-517

ing outcome selected receives prominent attention in the518

literature. It is worth pointing out that the outcome has519

one unreasonable property. The separating outcome de- 520

scribed above depends only on the support of types, and 521

not on the details of the distribution. Further, all types 522

but the lowest type must make inefficient (compared to 523

the full-information case) investments in signal in order 524

to distinguish themselves from lower types. The efficient 525

separating equilibrium for a sequence of games in which 526

the probability of the lowest type converges to zero does 527

not converge to the separating equilibrium of the game in 528

which the probability of the lowest type is zero. In the spe- 529

cial case of only two types, the (efficient) pooling outcome 530

may be a more plausible outcome when the probability of 531

the lower type shrinks to zero. Grossman and Perry [38] 532

and Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite [51] intro- 533

duce equilibrium refinements that select the pooling equi- 534

librium in this setting. These concepts share many of the 535

same motivations of the refinements introduced by Banks 536

and Sobel and Cho and Kreps. They are qualitatively dif- 537

ferent from the intuitive criterion, divinity, and Condition 538

D1, because they are not based on dominance arguments 539

and lack general existence properties. 540

Cheap Talk 541

Models in which preferences satisfy the single-crossing 542

property are central in the literature, but the assumption 543

is not appropriate in some interesting settings. This sec- 544

tion describes an extreme case in which there is no direct 545

cost of signaling. 546

In general, a cheap-talk model is a signaling model in 547

which ui (t; s; a) is independent of s for all (t; a). Two facts 548

about this model are immediate. First, if equilibrium ex- 549

ists, then there always exists an equilibrium inwhich no in- 550

formation is communicated. To construct this “babbling” 551

equilibrium, assume that ˇ(t; s) is equal to the prior inde- 552

pendent of the signal s. R’s best response will be to take an 553

action that is optimal conditional only on his prior infor- 554

mation. Hence R’s action can be taken to be constant. In 555

this case, it is also a best response for S to send a signal 556

that is independent of type, which makes ˇ(t; s) the ap- 557

propriate beliefs. Hence, even if the interests of S and R are 558

identical, so that it there are strong incentives to commu- 559

nicate, there is a possibility of complete communication 560

break down. 561

Second, it is clear that non-trivial communication re- 562

quires that different types of S have different preferences 563

over R’s actions. If it is the case that whenever some type t 564

prefers action a to action a0 then so do all other types, then 565

(ruling out indifference), it must be the case that in equilib- 566

rium the receiver takes only one action with positive prob- 567

ability. To see this, note that otherwise one type of sender 568
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Signaling Games 7

is not selecting a best response. The second observation569

shows that cheap talk is not effective in games, like the570

standard labor-market story, in which the sender’s pref-571

erences are monotonic in the action of the receiver. With572

cheap communication, the potential employee in the labor573

market will always select a signal that leads to the higher574

possible wage and consequently, in equilibrium, all types575

of workers will receive the same wage.576

A Simple Cheap-Talk Game577

There are natural settings in which cheap talk is mean-578

ingful in equilibrium. To describe examples, I follow the579

development of Crawford and Sobel [24] (Green and580

Stokey [35] independently introduced a similar game in581

an article circulated in 1981). In this paper, A and T582

are the unit interval and M can be taken to be the unit583

interval without loss of generality. The sender’s private584

information or type, t, is drawn from a differentiable prob-585

ability distribution function, F(�), with density f (�), sup-586

ported on [0; 1]. S and R have twice continuously dif-587

ferentiable von Neumann–Morgenstern utility functions588

Ui (a; t) that are strictly concave in a and have a strictly589

positive mixed partial derivative. Let i D R; S; ai (t) de-590

notes the unique solution to maxa U i (a; t) and further as-591

sume that aS(t) > aR(t) for all t. (The assumptions on592

Ui (�) guarantee that Ui (�) is well defined and strictly in-593

creasing.)594

In this model, the interests of the sender and re-595

ceiver are partially aligned because both would like to take596

a higher action with a higher t. The interests are different597

because S would always like the action to be a bit higher598

than R’s ideal action. In a typical application, t represents599

the idea action for R, such as the appropriate expenditure600

on a public project. Both R and S want actual expenditure601

to be close to the target value, but S has a bias in favor of602

additional expenditure.603

For 0 � t0 < t00 � 1, let ā(t0; t00) be the unique solu-604

tion to maxa
R t00
t0 UR(a; t)dF(t). By convention, ā(t; t) D605

aR(t).606

Without loss of generality, limit attention to pure-607

strategy equilibria. The concavity assumption guarantees608

that R’s best responses will be unique, so R will not ran-609

domize in equilibrium. An equilibrium with strategies610

(��; ˛�) induces action a if ft : ˛�(��(t)) D ag has posi-611

tive prior probability. Crawford and Sobel [24] character-612

ize equilibrium outcomes.613

Proposition 4 There exists a positive integer N� such614

that for every integer N with 1 � N � N�, there exists at615

least one equilibrium in which the set of induced actions616

has cardinality N, and moreover, there is no equilibrium617

which induces more than N� actions. An equilibrium can 618

be characterized by a partition of the set of types, t(N) D 619

(t0(N); : : : ; tN (N)) with 0 D t0(N) < t1(N) < : : : < 620

tN(N) D 1, and signals mi ; i D 1; : : : ; N, such that for all 621

i D 1; : : : ; N � 1 TS2 622

US (ā(ti ; tiC1); ti )) � US (ā(ti�1; ti ); ti )) D 0 ; (6) 623

�(t) D mi for t 2 (ti�1; ti ] ; (7) 624

and 625

˛(mi ) D ā(ti�1; ti ) : (8) 626

Furthermore, essentially all equilibrium outcomes can be 627

described in this way. 628

In an equilibrium, adjacent types pool together and send 629

a common message. Condition (6) states that sender types 630

on the boundary of a partition element are indifferent be- 631

tween pooling with types immediately below or immedi- 632

ately above. Condition (7) states that types in a common 633

element of the partition send the same message. Condi- 634

tion (8) states that R best responds to the information in 635

S’s message. 636

Crawford and Sobel make another monotonicity as- 637

sumption, which they call condition (M). (M) is satisfied 638

in leading examples and implies that there is a unique 639

equilibrium partition for each N D 1; : : : ; N�, the ex-ante 640

equilibrium expected utility for both S and R is increasing 641

in N, and N� increases if the preferences of S and R be- 642

come more aligned. These conclusions provide justifica- 643

tion for the view that with fixed preferences “more” com- 644

munication (in the sense of more actions induced) is better 645

for both players and that the closer are the interests of the 646

players the greater the possibilities for communication. 647

As in the case of models with costly signaling, there 648

are multiple equilibria in the cheap-talk model. The mul- 649

tiplicity is qualitatively different. Costly signaling models 650

have a continuum of Nash Equilibrium outcomes. Cheap- 651

talk models have only finitely many. Refinements that im- 652

pose restrictions on off-the-equilibrium path signals work 653

well to identify a single outcome in costly signaling mod- 654

els. These refinements have no cutting power in cheap-talk 655

models because any equilibrium distribution on type-ac- 656

tion pairs can arise from signaling strategies in which all 657

messages are sent with positive probability. To prove this 658

claim, observe that if messagem0 is unused in equilibrium, 659

while messagem is unused, then one can construct a new 660

equilibrium in which R interprets m0 the same way as m 661

and sender types previously sendingm randomize equally 662

betweenm and m0. 663
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8 Signaling Games

In the basic model messages take on meaning only664

through their use in an equilibrium. Unlike natural lan-665

guage, they have no external meaning. There have been666

several attempts to formalize the notion that messages667

have meanings that, if consistent with strategic aspects of668

the interaction, should be their interpretation inside the669

game. The first formulation of this idea is due to Far-670

rell [28].671

Definition 4 Given an equilibrium (˛�; ��) with sender672

expected payoffs u�(�), the subsetG � T is self signaling if673

G D ft : US (t; BR(G)) > u�(t)g.674

That is, G is self signaling if precisely the types in G gain675

bymaking a statement that induces the action that is a best676

response to the information that t 2 G. (When BR(t) is677

not single valued it is necessary to refine the definition678

somewhat and the possibility that US (t; BR(G)) D u�(t)679

for some t.) See Matthews, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postle-680

waite [52].) TS3 Farrell argues that the existence of a self-681

signaling set would destroy an equilibrium. If a subset G682

had available a message that meant “my type is in G,” then683

relative to the equilibrium R could infer that if he were to684

interpret the message literally, then it would be sent only685

by those types in G (and hence the literal meaning would686

be accurate). With this motivation, Farrell proposes a re-687

finement.688

Definition 5 An equilibrium (˛�; ��) is neologism proof689

if there exist no self-signaling sets relative to the equilib-690

rium.691

Rabin [63] argues convincingly that Farrell’s definition692

rules out too many equilibrium outcomes. Indeed, for693

leading examples of the basic cheap-talk game, there are694

no neologism-proof equilibria. Specifically, in the Craw-695

ford–Sobel model in which S has a bias towards higher ac-696

tions, there exist self signaling sets of the form [t; 1]. On697

the other hand, Chen, Kartik, and Sobel [20] demonstrate698

that if one limits attention to equilibria (��; ˛�) that the699

N�-step equilibrium always satisfies the no incentive to700

separate (NITS) condition:701

US (˛�(��(0)); 0) � US (aR(0); 0) ; (9)702

and that under condition (M) this is the only equilibrium703

that satisfies Condition (9).704

NITS states that the lowest type of Sender prefers her705

equilibrium payoff to the payoff she would receive if the706

Receiver knew her type (and responded optimally). [41]707

introduced and named this condition. TheNITS condition708

can be shown to rule equilibria that admit if self-signaling709

sets of the form [0; t]. Chen [19] and Kartik [41] show that710

the condition holds in the limits of perturbed versions of 711

the basic cheap-talk game. 712

Inequality (9) holds automatically in any perfect 713

bayesian equilibrium of the standard signalingmodel. This 714

follows because when R’s actions are monotonic in type 715

and S’s preferences aremonotonic in action, the worst out- 716

come for S is to be viewed as the lowest type. This obser- 717

vation would not be true in Nash Equilibrium, where it is 718

possible forR to respond to an out-of-equilibirummessage 719

with an action a < BR(0). 720

Variations on Cheap Talk 721

In standard signaling models, there is typically an equilib- 722

rium that is fully revealing. This is not the case in the basic 723

cheap-talk model. This leads to the question of whether it 724

is possible to obtain more revelation in different environ- 725

ments. 726

One possibility is to consider the possibility of sig- 727

naling over many dimensions. Chakraborty and Har- 728

baugh [18] consider a model in with T and A are multidi- 729

mensional. A special case of their model is one in which 730

the components of T are independent draws from the 731

same distribution and A involves taking a real-valued ac- 732

tion for each component of T. If preferences are additively 733

separable across types and actions, Charkraborty and Har- 734

baugh provide conditions under which categorical infor- 735

mation transmission, in which the S transmits the order of 736

the components of T, is credible in equilibrium even when 737

it would not be possible to transmit information across if 738

the dimensions were treated in isolation. It may be credible 739

for S to say “t1 > t2,” even if she could not credibly provide 740

information about the absolute value of either component 741

of t. 742

Effective communication requires that different types 743

of preferences have different preferences over outcomes. 744

In standard signaling models, the heterogeneity arises be- 745

cause different sender types have different costs of send- 746

ing messages. In cheap-talk models, the heterogeneity 747

arises with one-dimensional actions if different sender 748

types have different ideal actions. With multi-dimensional 749

actions, heterogeneity could come simply from different 750

sender types having different preferences over the relative 751

importance of the different issues. Another simple varia- 752

tion is to assume the existence of more than one sender. 753

In the two-sender game, nature picks t as before, both 754

Senders learn t and simultaneously send a message to the 755

receiver, who makes a decision based on the twomessages. 756

The second sender has preferences that depend on type 757

and the receiver’s action, but not directly on the message 758

sent. In this environment, assume that M D T , so that the 759

TS3 There is no left parenthesis. Please check.
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Signaling Games 9

set of available messages (this is essentially without loss760

of generality). One can look for equilibria in which the761

senders report honestly. Denote by a�(t; t0)R’s response to762

the pair of messages (t; t0). If an equilibrium in which both763

senders report honestly exists, then R’s response to identi-764

cal messages, a�(t; t) D aR(t), and it must be the case that765

there exists a specification of a(t; t0) for t ¤ t0 such that766

for all i D 1 and 2 and t ¤ t0,767

USi (t; a�(t; t)) � USi (t; a�(t; t0)) : (10)768

It is possible to satisfy Condition (10) if the biases of769

the senders are small relative to the set of possible best770

responses. Krishna and Morgan [46] studies a one-di-771

mensional model of information transmission with two772

informed players. Ambrus and Takahashi [1] and Bat-773

tiglini [9] provide conditions under which full revelation774

is possible when there are two informed players and possi-775

bly multiple dimensions of information.776

In many circumstances, enriching the communication777

structure either by allowing more rounds of communica-778

tion (Aumann and Hart [2] and Forges [29]), mediation779

(Ben-Porath [10]), or exogenous uncertainty (Blume and780

Board [16] or Kawamura [42]) enlarges the set of equilib-781

rium outcomes.782

Verifiable Information783

Until now, the focus has been on situations in which the784

set of signals available does not depend on the true state.785

There are situations in which this assumption is not ap-786

propriate. There may be laws that ban false advertise-787

ment. The sender may be able to document details about788

the value of t. Models of this kind were first studied by789

Grossman [37] and Milgrom [57]. For example, if t is the790

sender’s skill at playing the piano, then if there is a piano791

available t could demonstrate that she has skill at least as792

great as t (by performing at her true ability), but she may793

not be able to prove that her skill is no more than t (the794

receiver may think that she deliberately played the piano795

badly).796

To model these possibilities, suppose that the set of797

possible messages is the set of all subsets of T. In this case,798

messages have “literal” meanings: When the sender uses799

the message s D C 2 T , this can be interpreted as a state-800

ment of the form: “my type is in C.” If senders cannot lie,801

then M(t) must be the set of subsets of T that contain t. If802

type t is verifiable, then ftg 2 M(t0) if and only if t0 D t. If803

there are no additional costs of sending signals, this model804

can be viewed as a variation of cheap talk models in which805

the message space depends on t. In general, one can treat806

verifiable information models as a special case of the gen- 807

eral signaling game in which the cost of sending certain 808

signals is so large that these signals can be ruled out. Lying 809

is impossible if M(t) D fC � 2T : t 2 Cg. In this setting, 810

it is appropriate to require equilibria to be consistent with 811

the signaling structure. 812

Definition 6 The equilibrium (��; ˛�) is rationalizable 813

if 814

815

˛(C; a) > 0 implies
X

t2T

UR (t; s; a)ˇ(t; a) 816

D max
a02A

X

t2T

UR(t; s; a0)ˇ(t; a0) ; (11) 817

818

where ˇ(t; a) D 0 if t … C. 819

Compared to (2), (11) requires that beliefs place positive 820

probability only on types capable of sending the message 821

“my type is an element of C.” 822

Proposition 5 Suppose that A and T are linearly or- 823

dered, that the Receiver’s best response function is increas- 824

ing in type, and that all Sender types prefer higher actions. 825

If lying is not possible, then any rationalizable equilibrium 826

(��; ˛�). 827

Grossman [37] and Milgrom [57] present versions of this 828

proposition. Seidman and Winter [69] generalize the re- 829

sult. 830

Provided that the Receiver responds to the signal ftg 831

with BR(t), each type can guarantee a payoff of BR(t). On 832

the other hand, if any type receives a payoff greater than 833

BR(t), then some higher type must be doing worse. An- 834

other way to make the same point is to notice that the 835

highest type ft̄g has a weakly dominant strategy to reveal 836

her type by announcing ft̄g. Once this type is revealed, the 837

next highest type will want to reveal herself and so on. 838

Hence verifiable information will be revealed voluntarily 839

in an environment where cheap talk leads to no revealing 840

and costly signaling will be compatible with full revelation, 841

but at the cost of dissipative signaling. 842

The full-revelation result depends on the assumption 843

that the sender and receiver share a linear ranking over 844

the quality of information. Giovannini and Seidmann [31] 845

discuss more general settings in which the ability to pro- 846

vide verifiable information need not lead to full revelation. 847

CommunicationAbout Intentions 848

In a simple signaling game, signals potentially provide in- 849

formation about private information. Another possibilities 850

is to add a round of pre-play communication to a given 851

game. Even if the game has complete information, there is 852
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10 Signaling Games

the possibility that communication would serve to select853

equilibria or permit correlation that would otherwise be854

infeasible. Farrell and Rabin [64]’s review article discusses855

this literature in more detail.856

Aumann [3] argues that one cannot rely on pre-play857

communication to select a Pareto-efficient equilibrium.858

He considers a simple two-player game with Pareto-859

ranked equilibria and argues that no “cheap” pre-play sig-860

nal would be credible.861

Ben-Porath and Dekel [11] show that adding a stage of862

“money burning” (a signal that reduces all future payoffs863

by the same amount) when combined with an equilibrium864

refinement can select equilibria in a complete information865

game. Although no money is burned in the selected equi-866

librium outcome, the potential to send costly signals cre-867

ates dominance relationships that lead to a selection.868

Vida [75] synthesizes a literature that compares the set869

of equilibrium outcomes available when communication870

possibilities are added to a game to the theoretically larger871

set available if there is a reliable mediator available to col-872

lect information and recommend actions to the players.873

Applications874

Economic Applications875

There is an enormous literature that uses signaling models876

in applications. Riley’s [65] survey contains extended dis-877

cussion of some of the most important applications. What878

follows is a brief discussion of some central ideas.879

In a simple signaling game, one informed agent sends880

a single signal to one uninformed decisionmaker. This set-881

ting is reach enough to illustrate many important aspects882

of signaling, but it plainly limited. Interesting new issues883

arise if there are many informed agents, if there are many884

decision makers, and if the interaction is repeated. Several885

of the models below add some or all of these novel features886

to the basic model.887

Advertising Advertisements are signals. Models simi-888

lar to the standard model can explain situations in which889

higher levels of advertisement can lead consumers to be-890

lieve the quality of the good is higher. In a separating891

equilibrium, advertising expenditures fully reveal quality.892

As in all costly signaling models, it is not important that893

there be a direct relationship between quality and signal,894

it is only necessary that firms with higher quality have895

lower marginal costs of advertising. Hence simply “burn-896

ing money” or sending a signal that lowers utility by an897

amount independent of quality and response can be in-898

formative. The consumer may obtain full information in899

equilibrium, but someone must pay the cost of advertis-900

ing. There are other situations where it is natural for the 901

signal to be linked to the quality of the item.Models of ver- 902

ifiable information are appropriate in this case. When the 903

assumptions of Proposition 5 hold, one would expect con- 904

sumers to obtain all relevant information through disclo- 905

sures without wasteful expenditures on signaling. Finally, 906

cheap talk plays a role in some markets. One would ex- 907

pect costless communication to be informative in environ- 908

ments where heterogeneous consumers would like to iden- 909

tify the best product. Cheap talk can create more efficient 910

matching of product to consumer. Here communication is 911

free although will in leading models separating equilibria 912

do not exist. 913

Limit Pricing Signaling models offer one explanation 914

for the phenomenon of limit pricing. An incumbent firm 915

have private information about its cost. Potential entrants 916

use the pricing behavior of the firm to draw inferences 917

about the incumbent’s cost, which determines profitabil- 918

ity of entry. Milgrom and Roberts [55] construct an equi- 919

librium in which the existence of incomplete information 920

distorts prices: Relative to the full information model, the 921

incumbent charges lower prices in order to signal that the 922

market is relatively unprofitable. This behavior has the fla- 923

vor of classical models of limit pricing, with one important 924

qualification. In a separating equilibrium the entrant can 925

infer the true cost of the incumbent and therefore the low 926

prices charged by the incumbent firm fails to change the 927

entry decision. 928

Bargaining Several authors have proposed bargaining 929

modelswith incomplete information to study the existence 930

and duration of strikes (Fudenberg and Tirole [30], So- 931

bel and Takahashi [72]). If a firm with private information 932

about its profitability makes a take-it-or-leave it offer to 933

a union, then the strategic interaction is a simple signal- 934

ing model in which the magnitude of the offer may serve 935

as a signal of the firm’s profitability. Firms with low prof- 936

its are better able to make low wage offers to the union 937

because the threat of a strike is less costly to a firm with 938

low profits than one with high profits. Consequently set- 939

tlement offers may reveal information. Natural extensions 940

of this model permit counter offers. The variation of the 941

model in which the uninformed agentmakes offers and the 942

uninformed agent accepts and rejects is formally almost 943

identical to the canonical model of price discrimination by 944

a durable-goods monopolist (Ausubel and Deneckere [4] 945

and Gul, Sonnenschein, andWilson [39]). 946

Finance Simple signaling arguments provide potential 947

explanations for firms’ choices of financial structure. Clas- 948
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Signaling Games 11

sic arguments due toModigliani andMiller [59] and imply949

that firms’ profitability should not depend on their choice950

of capital structure. Hence this theory cannot organize951

empirical regularities about firm’s capital structure. The952

Modigliani–Miller theorem assumes that the firm’s man-953

agers, shareholders, and potential shareholders all have954

access to the same information. An enormous literature955

assumes instead that the firm’s managers have superior956

information and use corporate structure to signal prof-957

itability.958

Leland and Pyle [48] assume that insiders are risk959

averse they would prefer to diversify their personal hold-960

ings rather than maintain large investments in their firm.961

The value of diversification is greater the lower the quality962

of the firm. Hence when insiders have superior informa-963

tion than investors, there will be an incentive for the insid-964

ers of highly profitable firms to hold maintain inefficiently965

large investments in their firm in order to signal profitabil-966

ity to investors.967

Dividends are taxed twice under the United States tax968

code, which raises the question of why firms would is-969

sue dividends when capital gains are taxed at a lower970

rate. A potential explanation for this behavior comes from971

a model in which investors have imperfect information972

about the future profitability of the firm and profitable973

firms are more able than less profitable firms to distribute974

profits in the form of dividends (see Bhattachrya [14]).975

Reputation Dynamicmodels of incomplete information976

create the opportunity for the receiver to draw inferences977

about the sender’s private information while engaging in978

an extended interaction. Kreps and Wilson [45] and Mil-979

grom and Roberts [56] provided the original treatments of980

reputation formation in games of incomplete information.981

Motivated by the limit pricing, their models examined the982

interaction of a single long-lived incumbent facing a se-983

quence of potential entrants. The entrants lack informa-984

tion about the willingness of the incumbent to tolerate985

entry. Pricing decisions of the incumbent provide infor-986

mation to the entrants about the profitability of the mar-987

ket.988

In these models, signals have implications for both989

current and future utility. The current cost is determined990

by the effect the signal has on current payoffs. In Kreps–991

Wilson and Milgrom–Roberts, this cost is the decrease992

in current profits associated with charging a low price.993

In other models (for example Morris [60] or Sobel [71])994

the actual signal is costless, but it has immediate payoff995

implications because of the response it induces. Signals996

also have implications for future utility because inferences997

about the sender’s private information will influence the998

behavior of the opponents in future periods. Adding con- 999

cern for reputation to a signaling game will influence be- 1000

havior, but whether it leads to more or less informative 1001

signaling depends on the application. 1002

Signaling in Biology 1003

Signaling is important in biology. In independent and 1004

almost contemporaneous work, Zahavi [77] proposed 1005

a signaling model that shared the essential features of 1006

Spence [73]’s model of labor-market signaling. Zahavi ob- 1007

served that there are many examples in nature of ani- 1008

mals apparently excessive physical displays. It takes en- 1009

ergy to produce colorful plumage, large antlers, or loud 1010

cries. Having a large tail may actually make it harder for 1011

peacocks to flea predators. If a baby bird makes a loud 1012

sound to get his mother’s attention, he may attract a dan- 1013

gerous predator. Zahavi argued that costly signals could 1014

play a role in sexual selection. In Zahavi’s basic model, the 1015

sender is a male and the receiver is a female of the same 1016

species. Females who are able to mate with healthier males 1017

are more likely to have stronger children, but often the 1018

quality of a potential mate cannot be observed directly. 1019

Zahavi argued that if healthier males could produce vis- 1020

ible displays more cheaply than less healthy males, then 1021

females would be induced to use the signals when decid- 1022

ing upon a mate. Displays may impose costs that “handi- 1023

cap” a signaler, but displays would persist when additional 1024

reproductive success compensates for their costs. Zahavi 1025

identifies a single-crossing condition as a necessary condi- 1026

tion for the existence of costly signals. 1027

The development of signaling in biology parallels that 1028

in economics, but there are important differences. Biology 1029

replaces the assumption of utility maximization and equi- 1030

librium with fitness maximization and evolutionary sta- 1031

bility. That is, their models do not assume that animals 1032

consciously select their signal to maximize a payoff. In- 1033

stead, the biological models assume that the process of nat- 1034

ural selection will lead to strategy profiles in which mu- 1035

tant behavior has lower reproductive fitness than equilib- 1036

rium behavior. This notion leads to static and dynamic 1037

solution concepts similar to Nash Equilibrium and its re- 1038

finements. Fitness in biological models depends on con- 1039

tributions from both parents. Consequently, a full treat- 1040

ment of signaling must take into account population ge- 1041

netics. Grafen [34] discusses these issues and Grafen [33] 1042

and Siller [70] provide further theoretical development of 1043

the handicap theory. Finally, one must be careful in inter- 1044

preting heterogeneous quality in biological models. Pre- 1045

sumably natural selection will act to eliminate the least fit 1046

individuals. Natural selection should operate to eliminate 1047
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the least fit genes in a population. To the extent that this1048

arises, there is pressure for quality variation within a pop-1049

ulation to decrease over time. The existence of unobserved1050

quality variations needed for signaling may be the result of1051

relatively small variations about a population norm.1052

While most of the literature on signaling in biology1053

focuses on the use of costly signals, there are also situa-1054

tions in which cheap talk is effective. A leading example is1055

the “Sir Philip Sidney Game,” originally developed by John1056

Maynard Smith [54] to illustrate the value of costly com-1057

munication between amother and child. The child has pri-1058

vate information about its level of hunger and the mother1059

must decide to feed the child or keep the food for itself.1060

Since the players are related, survival of one positively in-1061

fluences the fitness of the other. This creates a common1062

interest needed for cheap-talk communication. There are1063

two ways to model communication in this environment.1064

The first is to assume that signaling is costly, with hun-1065

grier babies better able to communicate their hunger. This1066

could be because the sound of a hungry baby is hard for1067

sated babies to imitate or it could be that crying for food1068

increases the risk of predation and that this risk is rela-1069

tively more dangerous to well fed chicks than to starving1070

ones (because the starving chicks have nothing to lose).1071

This game has multiple equilibria in which signals fully1072

reveal the state of the baby over a range of values (see1073

Maynard Smith [54] and Lachmann and Bergstrom [47]).1074

These papers look amodel in which bothmother and child1075

have private information. Alternatively, Bergstrom and1076

Lachmann [13] study a cheap-talk version of the game.1077

Here there may be an equilibrium outcome in which the1078

baby bird credibly signals whether or not he is hungry.1079

Those who signal hunger get fed. The others do not. Well1080

fed baby birds may wish to signal that they are not hun-1081

gry in order to permit the mother to keep food for her-1082

self. Such an equilibrium exists if the fraction of genes that1083

mother and child share is large and the baby is already well1084

fed.1085

Political Science1086

Signaling games have played an important role in for-1087

mal models of political science. Banks [7] reviews mod-1088

els of agenda control, political rhetoric, voting, and elec-1089

toral competition. Several important models in this area1090

are formally interesting because they violate the standard1091

assumptions frequently satisfied in economicmodels. I de-1092

scribe two such models in this subsection.1093

Banks [6] studies a model of agenda setting in which1094

the informed sender proposes a policy to a receiver (deci-1095

sion-maker), who can either accept or reject the proposal.1096

If the proposal is accepted, it becomes the outcome. If not, 1097

then the outcome is a fall-back policy. The fall-back pol- 1098

icy is known only to the sender. In this environment, the 1099

sender’s strategy may convey information to the decision 1100

maker. Signaling is costly, but, because the receiver’s set 1101

of actions in binary, fully revealing equilibria need not ex- 1102

ist. Refinements limit the set of predictions in this model 1103

to a class of outcomes in which only one proposal is ac- 1104

cepted in equilibrium (and that this proposal is accepted 1105

with probability one), but there are typically a continuum 1106

of possible equilibrium outcomes. 1107

Matthews [53] develops a cheap-talk model of veto 1108

threats. There are two players, a Chooser (C), who plays 1109

the role of receiver, and a Proposer (P), who plays the 1110

role of sender. The players have preferences that are rep- 1111

resented by single-peaked utility functions which depend 1112

on the real-valued outcome of the game and an ideal point. 1113

P’s ideal point is common knowledge. C’s ideal point is her 1114

private information, drawn from a prior distribution that 1115

has a smooth positive density on a compact interval, [t; t̄]. 1116

The game form is simple: C learns her type, then sends 1117

a cheap-talk signal to P, who responds with a proposal. 1118

C then either accepts or rejects the proposal. Accepted pro- 1119

posals become the outcome of the game. If C rejects the 1120

proposal, then the outcome is the status quo point. 1121

As usual in cheap-talk games, this game has a babbling 1122

outcome in which C’s message contains no information 1123

and P makes a single, take-it-or-leave-it offer that is ac- 1124

cepted with probability strictly between 0 and 1. Matthews 1125

shows there may be equilibria in which two outcomes 1126

are induced with positive probability (size-two equilibria), 1127

but size n > 2 (perfect Bayesian) equilibria never exist. In 1128

a size-two equilibrium, P offers his ideal outcome to those 1129

types of C whose message indicates that their ideal point 1130

is low; this offer is always accepted in equilibrium. If C in- 1131

dicated that his ideal point is high, Pmakes a compromise 1132

offer that is sometimes accepted and sometimes rejected. 1133

Future Directions 1134

The most exciting developments in signaling games in the 1135

future are likely to come from interaction between eco- 1136

nomics and other disciplines. 1137

Over the last ten years the influence of behavioral 1138

economists have led the profession to rethink many of its 1139

fundamental models. An explosion of experimental stud- 1140

ies have already influenced the interpretation of signal- 1141

ing models and have led to a re-examination of basic as- 1142

sumptions. There is evidence that economic actors lack the 1143

strategic sophistication assumed in equilibrium models. 1144

Further, economic agents may be motivated by more than 1145
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their material well being. Existing experimental evidence1146

provides broad support for many of the qualitative predic-1147

tions of the theory (Banks, Camerer, and Porter [5] and1148

Brandts and Holt [17]), but also suggests ways in which1149

the theory may be inadequate.1150

The driving assumption of signaling models is that1151

when informational asymmetries exist, senders will at-1152

tempt to lie for strategic advantage and that sophisticated1153

receivers will discount statements. These assumptionsmay1154

be reconsidered in light of experimental evidence that1155

some agents will behave honestly in spite of strategic in-1156

centives to lie. For example, Gneezy [32] and Hurkens1157

and Kartik [40] present experimental evidence that some1158

agents are reluctant to lie even when there is a finan-1159

cial gain from doing so. There is evidence from other1160

disciplines that some agents are unwilling or unable to1161

manipulate information for strategic advantage and that1162

people may be well equipped to detect these manipula-1163

tions in ways that are not captured in standard models1164

(see, for example, Ekman [27] or Trivers [74]). Experi-1165

mental evidence and, possibly, results from neuroscience1166

may demonstrate that the standard assumption that some1167

agents cannot manipulate information for their strategic1168

advantage (or that other agents have ability to see through1169

deception) will inform the development of novel models1170

of communication in that include behavioral types. Sev-1171

eral papers study the implications of including behavioral1172

types into the standard paradigm. The reputation models1173

of Kreps and Wilson [45] and Milgrom and Roberts [55]1174

are two early examples. Recent papers on communica-1175

tion by Chen [19], Crawford [23], Kartik [41], and Ol-1176

szewski [62] aremore recent examples. Newdevelopments1177

in behavioral economics will inform future theoretical1178

studies.1179

There is substantial interest in signaling in philosophy.1180

Indeed, the philosopher David Lewis [49] (first published1181

in 1969) introduced signaling games prior to the con-1182

tributions of Spence and Zahavi. Recently linguists have1183

been paying more attention to game-theoretic ideas. Benz,1184

Jäger and Van Rooij [12] collects recent work that at-1185

tempts to formalize ideas from linguistic philosophy due1186

to Grice [36]. While there have been a small number of1187

contributions by economists in this area (Rubinstein [67]1188

and Sally [68] are examples), there is likely to be more ac-1189

tive interaction in the future.1190

Finally, future work may connect strategic aspects1191

of communication to the actual structure of language.1192

Blume [15], Cucker, Smale, Zhou [25], and Nowak and1193

Krakauer [61] present dramatically different models on1194

how structured communication may result from learning1195

processes. Synthesizing these approaches may lead to fun-1196

damental insights on how the ability to send and receive 1197

signals develops. 1198
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